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Nordic Council of Ministers’ Office in Latvia

• The Nordic Council of Ministers is an international 

organization for governmental cooperation among the five 

Nordic countries: Denmark, Iceland, Finland, Norway and 

Sweden

• The Nordic Council of Ministers’ Office in Latvia, founded in 

1991, has a central role in facilitating and implementing 

Nordic cooperation with Latvia. The office is collaborating 

with national and regional institutions, NGOs and Nordic 

diplomatic representations, carrying out projects in various 

fields, including Nordic and EU projects and joint Nordic-

Baltic projects

About Maija Kale

• Adviser on Sustainability, Innovation and Research since 2016

• Areas of work: energy, energy security, bioeconomy, circular

economy, innovation, cluster collaboration, SME 

internationalization, smart cities



Lifelong learning in the digital age

Digital age = ‘the new literacy’

Source: http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEFUSA_NewVisionforEducation_Report2015.pdf



Literacy dynamics

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/literacy/

The following graph from Clark 

(2008)4 shows how 

modernization – characterized 

by science, technological 

progress, freedom and 

tolerance – was enabled by 

improving the education of 

ever-larger shares of the 

population. 

It also shows how this process 

of expansion led to a reduction 

in education gender inequality.

https://ourworldindata.org/literacy/#note-4


Literacy dynamics

• Most Stem subjects becoming more gender-

balanced. Only ICT and further maths have 

become more male-dominated in recent years.

Source: https://www.tes.com/news/school-
news/breaking-views/a-level-results-a-mixed-
picture-stem-subjects



Lifelong learning in the digital age

Source: http://www.cnbc.com/2017/03/31/google-execs-agree-on-the-skill-employers-will-look-for-in-the-future.html



Lifelong learning in the digital age

New jobs that AI will create

Source: http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/will-ai-create-as-many-jobs-as-it-eliminates/

1. Partnering With 

Digital “Colleagues”

2. Becoming Digitally

Mindful

3. Developing Empathy 

for Others’ 

Technology 

Preferences
Source: http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/the-three-new-skills-managers-
need/?use_credit=655f4d36484b23f8feb1aaa25d9765d7



Learning in digital environment

Source: https://hpmegatrends.com/opening-doors-with-the-digitization-of-education-63fbd5c73f85



Learning in digital environment

Source: https://hpmegatrends.com/opening-doors-with-the-digitization-of-education-63fbd5c73f85



The Centre for Media Studies @SSE Riga

• News Verification Guide

• In 2017, the Centre for 
Media Studies at SSE Riga 
has published the 
news verification guide for 
journalists prepared by Tom 
Trewinnard. 
This publication was 
supported by the Nordic 
Council of Ministers



The School of Data

• The school of Data

– Data-driven stories

– Journalists & NGOs



Riga Tech Girls


